
 

Traditional v. Distance-Learning 

Directions: Read both cases. Prepare a rebuttal against the opposing side. This means you needs to 

attack their case/explain why they are wrong, or explain why your side is better. 

 

“Ground Rules” 

Here are some factors I want to set as we have this debate. 

A. Take the quarantine/stay-at-home order/pandemic out of this. Let’s pretend that this debate is 

occurring after all of this ends. Now a decision is being made as to whether we should go back 

to school in person or continue with distance education.  

B. For simplicity, let’s just assume that everyone has the technology to fully engage in distance-

education.  

 

Affirmative Case: Traditional in-person education is better than distance-learning, all things 

considered. 

1. Able to fully develop necessary social skills in traditional learning:  In distance-learning you 

have the freedom of NOT having required group assignments or speeches where you're forced 

to cooperate with opposing viewpoints and develop the necessary skills for that particular task. 

In the real world, good communication with others is vital for a successful business or job, 

communication that may be lacking more from online learning. 

2. Less distractions with traditional learning due to limited access to phones, video games, etc 

3. More effective student-teacher interactions at school. It’s easier to get help. The response 

times are much quicker when you are talking person to person rather than texting or waiting for 

an email response. 

4. Traditional learning provides a set schedule- a set schedule can significantly improve a 
student’s work and motivation. Without a set schedule at home though, you tend to lose 
motivation to do your work.  

5. More Hands-on activities. You are able to do more hands on things/experiments/activities if 

that is how you learn the best and not from a textbook or a YouTube video.  

6. Traditional learning can be an advantage to both introverts and extroverts (i.e group 

assignments and individual assignments), while distance learning only directly helps introverts. 

7. Distance learning has too many inherent technological flaws, such as hacking, misinformation, 

teachers that can’t use tech, slow network, tech issues 

8. It is too easy to cheat with distance-education 

9. Schedules are too complicated with distance-education. Teachers have their own lives and with 

distance learning you have to figure out when they’re available to ask questions and such. 

Students also have their own lives and may not be available when teachers are available. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Negative Case: Traditional in-person education is NOT better than distance-learning, all things 

considered. 

1) Huge cuts in cost. With distance learning, much of the cost of operating a school goes away. For one, 
transport is not needed. The district would not need to supply busses and students would not have to 
drive or be driven, saving money for both parties and lessening traffic. School facilities would also not 
needed. If all learning is being done online, there doesn't need to be a school building or parking lot, 
cutting down huge expenses! 

 

2) Online education covers the same materials. Information flows, no matter if you're in your room or a 
lecture hall. The content that's being taught should not be affected, whether you're hearing it from 
someone across the room or someone across the city through your laptop speaker. 
 

3) Flexible timing. Aside from any live video-lectures, assignments and education could be completed at 
a personal pace, and at any time within a range of days. If you're essentially nocturnal, you could 
complete everything at four in the morning. We all know that's the best time to get things done. Online 
schooling would require fewer (if any) specific blocks of time to be set aside for schooling, allowing for a 
much more flexible schedule. 
 

While some may say the social aspect of school is taken away through the internet, that is both not true 
and not relevant. Students can still communicate with their classmates online, but with the flexible 
timing of online schooling, they would be able to have a social life offline as well. 
 


